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The TURN AND BANK is the monthly publication of RAAC Chapter 85
and is intended to keep members informed as to the club’s activities, and
to promote safety and technical excellence in the field of sport aviation. No
responsibility or liability is assumed, expressed or implied as to the content
of articles contained in the Turn and Bank: the intention is to provide a
forum for discussion and exchange of ideas.
Newsletter contributions should be mailed to George Gregory, 19470-88th
Avenue, Surrey, B.C. V4N 3G5 no later than the 12th of each month. Business Fax is (604)-469-3495. Please remember to indicate “attention George
Gregory” on your fax. Contributions can be e-mailed to George at:
gregdesign@axion.net
Enquiries to the Membership Chairman should be mailed to Rob Prior, 3032
Carina Place, Burnaby, BC, V3J 1B5

For inspections of Amateur Built Aircraft Projects contact the MDRA
Inspection Services , ph. 1-877-419-2111
fax 1-519-457-0980 email: mdrainsp@on.aibn.com
Regular Meetings are held on the first Tues. of each month at 20:00 in
the clubhouse:
Delta Airpark, 4103-104th Street Delta, B.C.
Clubhouse phone: 596-3644
Mailing Address: Chapter 85, RAAC
c/o Delta Heritage Airpark, 4103-104th St., RR#3, Delta, B.C.
V4K-3N3
Executive meetings are on the third Tues. of each month
at 19:30 in the clubhouse.
Chapter aircraft pilots, mail cheques
(Payable to RAAC Chapter 85) to:
Tedd McHenry
RAAC National Homepage: http://www.inforamp.net/~raac
RAA Chapter 85 Homepage: http://www.b4.ca/raa_85
Delta Heritage Air Park Homepage: http://home.istar.ca/~bb4
Source for CARS and Chapter 549 Airworthiness Manual: http://
www.aerotraining.com
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Reduction Drives: The Sequel
Part 1
IN WRITING AN ARTICLE, especially one
that comes across as critical of a product or
business, an author takes a chance that a
number of readers will have their feathers
ruffled. This is especially true in an industry such as ours where individuals often
form strong opinions and loyalties in and of
the marketplace. In the first article (Reduction Drives: An Engineering Perspective,
November ‘92) I came out somewhat critical of the reduction drive industry and
the lack of engineering savvy our company
encountered in searching for a reduction
drive for the engine development project
we’re involved in. Having said that, we
expected a less than friendly response to the
article from manufacturers and loyal customers.
Imagine our surprise then when out of
nearly sixty letters and phone calls only one
was negative, one was a little of both, and
the rest were very positive and reaffirming. The respondents included a couple of
reduction drive manufacturers, pilots and
aircraft owners, a couple of retired transmission designers for Ford and GM, several
aircraft mechanics, doctors, and attorneys,
among others. The most frequent comment
was that often these individuals found suppliers (airframe, reduction drive, engine,
etc.) to our industry who seem to hide
behind the “Experimental” label, as if it was
an excuse for not doing all that was reasonably possible to assure the safest product.
Now does this mean that people expect
suppliers to have large design staffs, testing their product(s) for years before bringing them to market? Of course not, nor was
anyone suggesting that. Neither was any
form of certification or regulation suggested
- let’s face it, that’s why we’re in this industry in the first place; to get away from all
that bureaucracy. But in the same breath it
is clear that many folks would like to see
more responsible design work and documentation in producing aircraft and their
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components.
In writing this second article my purpose is fivefold. First I would like to answer
one or two comments made about my statements regarding engineering and manufacturing. Second, there were many question
asked regarding the rotary engine’s torsional vibration characteristics, and third, a
few individuals asked for more information
about the types of testing which may be
required to substantiate a reduction drive.
Finally, the last two items will deal with
the progress on our prototype box and provide an introduction to Hayes Rotary, a
small northwest company dedicated to the
rotary engine and its application to aircraft,
marine and of course automotive vehicles.
First, engineering and the production
floor. Two of the respondents suggested
that I placed too much emphasis on the
engineering of the product and did not

Responsible engineering
needs to be a primary part
of the development process
regardless of the product.
give enough credit to those individuals who
have extensive production experience and
design drives (or other components) based
on their years of dealing hands-on with the
materials and processes. To this I say true
and partially apologize for the oversight.
Having been a machinist for a number of
years before getting my engineering education and degree, and having on many occasions been in charge of engineering design
staffs, I have from time-to-time said that
I would prefer to have working for me a
machinist who knows the design process

rather than a staff of engineers who have
little or no fabrication experience. Many
industries are plagued by problems associated with over-engineered items which
cannot be made due to the lack of understanding and foresight of the manufacturing process during the design stages of the
products’ development.
But at the same time I would never wish
to depend on a product that had no engineering design or analysis to back it up. The
experienced fabricator or machinist may
have the expertise to design a functional
reduction drive but in general he does not
have the background or experience to prove
the drive’s reliability, its life expectancy and
its functionality at other than ideal conditions. Manufacturing know-how is important and critical to the development process,
but is only a small part of the products’
design, analysis and substantiation. Imagine an individual who designs an outwardly
good looking airplane but neglects to take
into account the effects of gust loading
on the wing structure, or the effects of an
extended fairing on the stability envelope
- the airplane may be functional but at
some point down the line could provide the
owner with a nasty surprise.
The same argument holds for the smaller
components also. Responsible engineering
needs to be a primary part of the development process regardless of the product. The
machinist may have an applicable knowledge of the materials he works with but
generally knows little of the design requirements, engineering mechanical properties,
behavior of components under load, etc.
Practical fabrication experience usually provides insight to some design steps but rarely
the entire process.
Well, enough of that, now let’s talk a bit
Continued on Page 8
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Bulletin Board

Last I heard, Norm Helmer is looking
for someone to help with his Paradyne project. The Paradyne is a cutting edge new concept in STOL aircraft that shows promise. If
you’re interested give him a call at 943-7887.
Dan Lawler would like you to send
your email addresses to him at:
dan.lawler@kvaerner.com
He will create a database so he can send
announcements about meeting programs,
etc. Currently he has a list of about 20 e-mail
addresses, and would like to expand it and
keep it up to date.
Want to learn more about aircraft construction? Get involved in the J-5 project!
Also, we are looking for help from someone knowledgeable in fabric work. Talk to a
member of the executive and they’ll put you
in contact with the right people.
For the November 6th meeting, we
will have Michael Vaughn of Programmed
Insurance Brokers Inc. (PIB). Mike is in
charge of the RAAC insurance program,
and will talk to us all about the RAAC
insurance packages that are available. He
has provided the following agenda:
- what to be aware of in your insurance
policy
- short discussion on how insurance
companies reinsure to spread the risk

Minutes
Jim Hunter

Minutes of the General Meeting (the Annual
General Meeting) 21 October, 2001
Call to order: 8:00 pm by President Tim Nicholas
Souter/Walker: that the Minutes of the General Meeting of 4 September, 2001 be adopted
as printed in the Turn and Bank. Discussion
Carried.
Committee Reports:
Treasury: Don Souter: Verbal report. Don will
have his annual report for next month and
will also forward to the Turn and Bank and
to the Director of Societies along with our
Annual Report.
Membership: Rob Prior: 140 members as of
today. This time last year there wer 139 and
five years ago there were 190 [sic].
Buildings: Dan Weinkam/David Bell: Buildings OK but there were some punks active on
Turn and Bank

- discussion of how events of Sept. 11/01
will impact all types ofinsurances
- discussion of types of insurances available thru PIB including
aircraft and hangar
- discussion on downloadable forms
from internet & how to find them
- open for questions
Also, for your information, Mike
advises:
“RAAC national members can print the
RAAC Aircraft and Hangar Insurance off
our web site at www.pib.com . The aircraft
form is 2 pages with the second page showing the highlights of the policy. At this
point our aviation portion of the web site is
under “auto, home and commercial insurance” on the first page. By printing these
forms off and sending them to us in the
mail, we get a clearer copy. Many of the
faxed copies get hard to read.”
Future General Meeting
For a future meeting (early in the new
year), we will have Graham Scott at the
meeting, who is the Western Canada representative for Sikkens Paints products. He
should be able to answer all your painting
questions (not limited to aircraft / automotive)!
For his presentation, Graham would

like to prepare an aluminum panel (including rivets) with different sections showing
before painting / after preparation / finished condition. We would appreciate the
donation of a panel to be used for this
sample. If anybody has a part that would
suit (e.g. perhaps somebody has built a
demo rudder kit that they never used, or
maybe someone has a damaged control surface) and is prepared to donate it, please
advise Dan Lawler at 604-737-4423 or Tim
Baker at 604-588-0333.
Transport Canada
Pilot Currency Training
We have arranged a pilot currency training presentation to take place starting at
9:00 AM on Saturday, October 27th, at the
Chapter 85 Clubhouse. This session will be
open to the public, and there is no charge.
Please feel free to forward pass the information to your pilot friends, and / or post it
where ever it will be seen by pilots. The
more the merrier!
Date:
Saturday, October 27
Time:
09:00 - 12:00
Place:
Chapter 85 Clubhouse
Delta Heritage Airpark
Topics:
Mountain Flying & GPS
Presenter:
Jerry Benema Transport
Canada Safety

the week-end. Some damage to aircraft. Some
fire extinguishers discharged around and in
our club house. This is a wake-up call; we
have had it too good for too long and have
become a little complacent. DHAPCOM will
see to putting in an anti-vehicle barrier as
these clowns don’t want to be too far from
their cars according to Delta Police.
Library: Tim Baker says same old same old.
Vice President: Emily Clemens: Emily looking for suggestions regarding another locale
for the Annual Bash - just for variety.
Newsletter. George Gregory: Going fine.
George wanting to build up a library of good
pictures. Talk to him.
Program: Dan lawler: On Saturday, 27 October, 9 until noon in thge Clubhouse - DOT
Recurrency Session. Topics: Mountain Flying
and Using the GPS. Program is open to the
public so bring a friend, new recruit et al.
RAAC: Rob Prior: Rob attended RAAC AGM
in Collingwood. Good meeting but poorly
attended. Rob will precis the results to the
Turn and Bank.
Aircraft: Tedd McHenry: Turbi had 13.1 hours

put upon it in September. Charging problem
solved. On the J-5: covering has started. As
usual, there is room for more workers, and
the squad needs somebody who knows the
esoteric art of rib-stitching.
DHAPCOM: Terry Wilshire: Management
Committee meets October 4, 7:30 pm.
Old Business:
1) The Annual General Meeting: Election of
officers: Bruce Prior ably conducted the election. The results are simple to report; all
the previous officer re-elected but, as Colin
Walker and George Spence declined to run
again, Dan McGowan and John Bell were
elected for three year terms as Directors and
we thank Colin and George for their many
years of fine service. Colin has been a Director
since 1974.
New Business:
From George Spence: Practices for the Remembrance Day Fly Past: Sunday, October 28,
Sunday November 4 both at 10:00 am. recollect chapter policy: no practice, no fly!
Pivot/Koffnoffski: that we adjourn.
Jim Hunter, Secretary
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RAAC 2001
Annual General Meeting

Collingwood, Ontario
report by Rob Prior
1. Confirmation of Chairman.
Larry Quinton confirmed, as President.
2. Verification of Quorum.
Approximately 60 people present, so
quorum is verified (20 National Members
required).
3. Appointment of Recording Secretary.
Gary Wolf appointed.
4. Presentation of last AGM’s minutes.
Presented. Motion to accept. Seconded.
No discussion. Carried.
5. President’s Address (Larry Quinton).
Larry’s talk was long and rambling and
about nothing in particular. There was lots
of horn-tooting, and touting what he had
done over the past year for the RAA.
Chapter technical advisors - HQ would like
to list them in the magazine, so national
members can benefit from their expertise.
Not sure if our chapter’s technical advisors
would be willing to be listed in the national
magazine or not, but I can always ask.
Chapter meetings - HQ is available to help
find speakers for chapter meetings, but
Larry is surprised that they don’t get calls
from any chapters. If Dan starts running out
of interesting entertainment at our chapter
meetings, perhaps he could explore this.
New National Website - Expect to have it
on line “by the time you read this” (Larry’s
speech, he indicated, was essentially his
report for the December magazine, so don’t
expect it to be online until at least then).
Larry ended by listing the 13 parts of the
Strategic Business Plan, 12 parts of which
have already been completed or are now
far enough in motion that they need only
minor hand-holding to complete.
There was no indication as to where we go
from here.
6. President’s/Vice President’s Report (Ken
Gamble).
Turn and Bank

reported by Rob Prior

Ken’s address came down to a few basic
points, all presented as though he were the
sole person responsible for them.
He got the insurance program going.
He attended all the executive meetings. No
indication as to his contribution at these
meetings.
He attended all of the CARAC meetings.
Again, no indication as to his contribution
at these meetings.
7. Treasurer’s Report (Chris Horsten).
Chris expressed his thanks to George Gregory for the excellent magazine.
Lots of discussion on our expenses to date
and the balance sheets.
Lots of discussion as to what our membership numbers are (currently 1600 members
nationally). This number was reported as
about 2500 last year, but apparently was
in error. The membership was calculated
by dividing the amount of money brought
in as Membership Income divided by the
membership fee. Apparently Barbara was
accounting lots of things into the Membership Income category, an error that Chris
has had to go through and fix. Corrections
brought last year’s numbers down to about
2000 members nationally.
As of today, we’re about breaking even for
this year, and don’t expect any significant
changes before the end of the year, which is
good news.
8. Motion of “Affirmation of the Management of the Affairs of the Organization for
2000.”
Brief discussion. Seconded. Carried.
9. Motion to post the Regional Director’s
reports on the website.
Moved Jack Steele, seconded Rob Prior.
Brief Discussion. Carried.
10. Regional Reports.
Look in the National Magazine and on the
webpage for these, they were all submitted
for publication.
11. Comments on Regional Reports
5

Jack Greenlaw
- Congratulations to all Directors and their
reports
- Should we be making national membership mandatory in chapters? Or otherwise?
Some discussion. No motions.
- Why can’t we keep builders once they’ve
completed their aircraft? Some discussion.
Generally, once people have their aircraft
complete they feel they don’t need a “homebuilder’s organization” anymore.
- Why can’t we get chapter members to
join the National organization? Some discussion. Members are looking for support
while building, and get much more support
from type-specific groups. The Internet has
made finding builders of similar aircraft so
easy, that people don’t feel they need RAA’s
support.
Bill Tee
- Suggested a two-tiered membership that
gives all the “benefits” to the club members
who are national members. Some discussion. No motions.
Rob Prior
- Brought up the issue of the Harvard on
the cover of the magazine. Asked why we
were targeting that area, given that we’re a
homebuilder’s organization? Some discussion. Larry re-iterated that we aren’t just
a homebuilder’s organization, that we support all forms of “recreational” aviation.
- Asked why are we targeting this area
(General Aviation, ie. Cessnas, Warbirds,
Ultralights, Antiques, etc.), when COPA and
other organizations are already covering all
that? Why are we spreading ourselves thin
trying to support everyone *and* homebuilders, when we started out supporting
homebuilders, and were much more successful? More discussion.
- Pointed out that we’d be laughed off the
airpark if we approached some of the warbird guys and told them that they should
join RAA because RAA represents them.
November 2001

More discussion
- Despite the 15 minutes of discussion that this topic provoked,
there seemed to be a significant number of people in the room who
agreed with me, but a small percentage who adamantly disagreed
and couldn’t understand how I managed to form my impression of
us as a “homebuilder’s” organization.
- No motions, no changes.
[Lunch Break]
12. Review of Progress on the Strategic Business Plan
Larry quickly pointed out that he’d mentioned the business plan in
his address at the beginning, and proceeded to call Mike Vaughan
up at this point to discuss the RAA Insurance plan. We’ll hear all
about this from Mike at the November meeting, so I’ll leave the
details out here.
That’s it though. Nothing on the business plan. When asked,
Larry said that the business plan was reported in his President’s
Address earlier. Essentially, it’s all done or far enough along that
the remaining steps don’t require any work anymore. No talk
about where we’re going from here, no talk about plans for the
future. I was too dumbfounded by this blatant lack of foresight
that I didn’t think to say anything before we’d already moved on
to the next item.
13. Motion to accept the recommended revised by-laws
After a long by-law review process within the Executive this year, a
new set of by-laws were submitted for approval at the AGM. They
were essentially dropped on the membership who chose to attend
the AGM
with no notice
at the Friday night meet and greet. I took
The Museum's
LVG
the time to read through them in my hotel room that night and

Come in for a Landing at

Command
Aviation

North Ramp
We’re located at Airside Blvd.
at Pitt Meadows Airport...Join us for

Breakfast and Lunch
It’s cosy
and the food is great
Open Weekdays

9am-4pm
11465 Baynes Rd
Pitt Meadows
465-5444
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Saturday morning over breakfast, but didn’t really have time to
find any of the changes nor for them to sink in. There wasn’t a
list of changes provided, we were just told that “almost everything
changed” and that there was no easy way to list the changes. I
couldn’t find anything that was objectionable in the by-laws as proposed, in fact I thought they were a good step in the right direction.
There was loads of discussion, but in the end, the group centered
on the fact that they were not notified, nor was the membership in
general notified, of the changes. So, the by-laws as proposed were
rejected! They were sent back to the bylaw review comittee, for
review, reissuance, approval by the members, and approval by the
Executive at a Special General Meeting called for the purpose.
14. Motion to extend the terms of some board members to 2 years
and others to one year.
The intent is to balance the terms with the proposed changes to the
bylaws. Discussion. Carried.
15. Invitation to 2002 AGM.
2002 AGM to be held September 28-30 in Winnipeg, hosted by
Harry Hill and his chapter. Details to follow in the Recreational
Flyer.
16. Items of new business brought before the meeting.
Membership fee - Motion to increase to $60/year. Seconded by Rob
Prior. Discussion. Amendment to $50/year. Discussion. Amendment carried. Concern over loss of membership if fees are raised.
Rebuttal that if we don’t raise them, we’re doomed to go bankrupt
anyway. Motion as amended carried.
17. Introduction of Guests from Transport Canada
Mo Simoneau, Ole Nielsen, and Wayne Juniper all came
from Transport Canada to answer questions about General Aviation.
18. Interactive Commentary with Transport Canada
Most of the questions were homebuilding related, and
much too specific for them to answer on the spot. Many
questions were written down, to be answered later and
sent back to the executive for publication in the magazine.
One question of mine regarding Owner Maintenance:
What will be the process for getting an aircraft not on
the O-M list approved? As long as the aircraft is of nonwooden construction, the aircraft must have a fixed-pitch
prop, fixed gear, and four or less seats. Anything else will
require a special exemption, *separate* from the owner
maintenance exmeption necessary to get an aircraft that’s
not on the list approved (paraphrased from specific questions directed at Mo Simoneau).
19. Motion to adjourn. Carried.

Hangars
Tiedowns
Fuel and Oil Sales
Coffee and Lunch Shop
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The Chapter’s second aircraft carrier
trailer is for sale. It’s a gem! $480 or
best reasonable offer. It’s at John Keon’s
place 16301 - 20 Ave., Surrey
ph. 536-8589 or call Jim Hunter at
576-2678.
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AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
Parts and Supplies

Brackett Air Filters
Gill Batteries
Red Ram 20w50 oil
Champion Oil Filters
Engine Gaskets
Spark Plugs
Scat/Cat Tube
Ameri-King ELT

Windshields
Instruments
Control Cable
Tires/Brakes
Shock Cords
Sitka Spruce
Baltic Birch Plywood
Spars/Ribs

4130 tube/sheet
2024T3/6061T6 Tube/Sheet Alu-minum
Building/Repair Tools
Poly Fiber Coverings
Dealer Inquiries for RANDOLPH
products

We carry a HUGE Selection of AN hardware
DEMEL AIRCRAFT CORP.
RR#2, SITE 30, COMP 27 PENTICTON AIRPORT
PENTICTON, BC V2A 6J7
(250) 490-9532 1-888-490-9532
FAX: (250) 490-9538

1
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Classified Ads are free (within reason) to members. Display Ad rates are:
Business Card:$25 per year
1/4 page: $10/month
$100/yr
1/2 page $15/month
$150/yr
1 page: $25/month
$250/yr
Ads that have been in for more than 6 months
are subject to removal if space is required for
other stuff. Please contact George the editor if
you want it kept in.
FOR SALE:
52” x 34” Shettler’s propeller with hub,
$100.
Vic Gabas
(604) 853-2778
For Sale: SIROCCO PROJECT
Fuselage, canopy, tail group complete. Air
frame control components done except for
cable. Main-wheel gear, wheels and brakes
done. Tail-spring and wheel included. Panel
made, no instruments. Lycoming 0-290
GPU Zero-timed. Will Neubert stainless
cross-over exhaust with stainless muffler/
shrouds. Bendix PSC5 carb. Bendix mags
with non-shielded leads. No starter, starter
ring or alternator. Weldtech engine mount.
McCauley prop.
Wings: ribs and minor spars done. Spar
diaphragms done. Two spar-grade spruce
planks. No other wing parts.
$15,000 firm, complete and not interested
in parting-out
Jim Hunter
576-2678
FOR SALE:
1957 Tripacer Wings uncovered, all
Turn and Bank

reworked. New leading edge. New ash
tip. All Zinc Chromate ready to fabric.
Included: 2-18 gal. gas tank, 2 - gas tank
cover, landing light, aileron and flap, front
and rear struts. Asking $4000 Canadian.
Roger Gauthier (Kelowna) (250)-763-1529
(250) 212-0832 (cel)
Wanted: PA 18 or PA 20/22 Wings. Some
damage OK.
946-5881
For Sale: Electronic Tach 2.25” with generator (new) $125, 6” castoring tailwheel,
$50, Electronic dimmer control, $25, 2
New 600.6 Goodyear Tires, $125 for pair,
Combo EGT/CHT (needs probes),$50, Tach
Cont.C85-0200, $35, Temp (OAT) gauge,
new, $35, Windscreen Ant., Van’s, new,$15,
525 battery (new) never had electrolyte, $75,
Fuel Pressure Gauge O/H, $35, Lycoming
Starter 0-290, 0235, 0320, 0360, for $375.
Bob Cutting
275-1603
FOR SALE: Fleet F7 Biplane replica. Very
close to original copy except for uncowled
engine. Engine: Kinner R55 160 hp. Aircraft
is modified for solo operation from rear
cockpit. Extra bellytank with wobble pump.
Original Fleet wheels, brakes, pedals and
stick column. Original parachute accommodating bucket seats, oversize tires, Stits
covering, voice activated intercom. Ted
Hendrickson Propeller, manual and extra
key magswitch.
$35,000 Canadian.
(604) 478-6048
Will consider small antique aircraft engine
as trade-in.
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FOR SALE: One set of 1500 Murphy floats
ready to go.
Ole #45-3931 198 st. Langley BC
514-1280
FOR SALE: 6 Factory new Franklin 180
hp cylinders includes installed valves $300
each, will not part out.
Tim Novak
271-8586
FOR SALE: Softcom 2 place Intercom
ATC-2Y, with accessories $110.
Stuart Gear
(604) 941-9402
E-mail:sgear@infoserve.net
FOR SALE: 4130 Annealed Gauge Plate now
in stock, .025 to .375. We will sell you the
plate or laser cut the parts
Industrial Laser Cutting ltd.
(604) 946-4152, Fax: (604) 946-4153
E-mail: tmw@industriallaser.com
FOR SALE: 1- Miller 200 amp ac/dc H.F.
Tig/stick welding machine - 220V 1 ph.
$1200. 1- Miller 120 amp MIG (wire) welding machine, 110 volt. Portable sheet metal
type, c/w gas kit (almost new) - $800.
Pat O’Donnell
533-1839
FOR SALE: Zenith 250 plans and parts,
wing rib moulds $360. Christavia Mk IV
project, 4130 steel tube, wing ribs, flaps
ailerons, gear legs, wheels and brakes, tail
stab and rudder, $3600.
Paul Trudel
532-8570
Building Partner Wanted:
partially completed Kitfox Model IV-1200.
Time too limited to complete myself. SeekContinued on Page 8
November 2001

ing building partner with some experience. Partnership arrangement - terms to be
discussed. Call Marty BillinkoffDays (604)
322-7545 Cell (604) 351-0222 Evenings (604)
946-6475 email: martyb888@aol.com
WANTED: CASSUTT sport/racer preferably in flying condition. Will consider a

project or an RV project. Contact Adrian
Cooper tel/fax (604) 324-2104, or email at
adriancooper@canoemail.com

Reduction Drives: The Sequel

energizing force-pulse-rate starts approaching the natural, or resonance, frequency of
the rotating system. This factor needs to
be taken into account when components
are designed to operate at or near this frequency. Although in theory the value of this
multiplier can be infinite, in practical applications it is much smaller since most rotating systems have some form of “internal
damping” which absorbs and dissipates a
portion of the energy.
While conventional piston aircraft
engines seem to encounter their natural frequency near idle, according to available
tests and published data, the rotary engine
encounters its natural frequency in the
neighborhood of 4,500 rpm. At this speed if
a problem occurs, the reaction is so fast that
it can’t be detected by sound or feel, only by
sensitive measuring instrumentation. The
results however can be very noticeable.
Recently we were testing the instrumentation of a new dyno installed at the
facilities of Hayes Rotary Engineering. The
engine we used was an old and tired “13B”
which for some reason couldn’t rev up past
5,000 rpm. We estimated that at best the
engine was developing 115 hp.
In order to interface better with the
existing hardware, we mounted a gear box
from a sprint car (rated for 700 hp by the
manufacturer) between the engine and the
dyno’s drive-line. To keep the installation
simple for these early runs, a coupling similar to a standard clutch plate (similar to
some forms of marine couplings) was used
to join the reduction drive to the engine’s
crankshaft.
The early runs were done at relatively
low revs and as observed by many in other
applications, the engine ran smooth with
not even a hint of vibration. Once the early
adjustments were completed we started
running at a higher rpm and at a somewhat higher load. As we brought the speed
above 4,000 rpm there was a sudden grinding noise, a bang, and a growing oil puddle
on the ground - the case of the gear box

Continued from Page 3

about the rotary engine and torsional vibration. Some individuals seem to be of the
opinion that if an engine can sit on a test
stand or on an airplane, and idle without
any vibration, that it does not have a torsional resonance problem - as if just because
you can’t feel it, it isn’t there. Nothing could
be further from the truth.
In fact, every piece of rotating machinery has a natural frequency where torsional
feedback can become a serious problem. It’s
just that in some systems (such as Lycomings) the vibration is more obvious than
in others. If the natural frequency of the
system is low, as it is on most conventional
aircraft engines, the effects torsional feedback can be felt and observed as the magnitude of the reaction force starts to build.
If however the natural frequency is higher,
the resonance of torsional feedback may not
be felt until its too late. Having a high natural frequency means that things happen
very quickly per a given amount of time so
the effect of a torsional vibration may build
faster than an individual can feel or react
to. Now let’s briefly examine how this can
affect the parts.
Looking at a few mathematical terms,
let’s let “g” represent the natural frequency
of the system and “w” the frequency of the
applied load. The term (w/g) is then the
frequency ratio. The next term is called the
“Magnification Factor” (MF), and is defined
as the ratio of the amplitude of steady-state
vibration to the static deflection which is
caused by the amplitude of the periodic
force. Mathematically this is represented
by:
MF = 1/[1-(w/g)2]
In slightly more plain English this means
that the “Magnification Factor” can be envisioned as a force multiplier or load factor,
and that its value gets very large as the
Turn and Bank
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split, revealing support bearings and gears.
Analysis of the failure showed that the
breakage was beyond question a function
of the torsional feedback. There was no initial vibration, no unusual noise, no warning
of any kind - the failure was sudden and
catastrophic.
Others developing rotary engine applications have had similar incidents, damaging everything from gear boxes to drive
shafts, even the dynamometers themselves.
In short, the rotary engine does have a
torsional vibration problem and failure to
address it in the reduction drive and coupling design may, sooner or later, result in
failure.
So, assuming you have a gear-box design
and a prototype, how do you assure yourself and your customers that it will hold
together? Well first of all, a “static test” by
itself is not enough. The first article listed
a number of the considerations and drivers
that have to be accounted for in the design
of an aircraft engine’s gear system and its
housing - most are dynamic in nature so
simple static testing will not be capable of
generating the necessary loads to substantiate the hardware. The best place to start
your testing is probably on a dynamometer where the procedures should at least
include running at length at the predicted
service RPMs and torques; variables which
cannot be simulated on a static test fixture,
especially with a fixed pitch prop.
Next month, the conclusion.

“Though I Fly Through The
Valley Of Death I Shall Fear
No Evil, For I Am At 80,000
feet And Climbing.”
- sign over the entrance to
the SR-71 operating location
on Kadena AB,Okinawa
November 2001

